As a new generation decorative wood flooring, Dynox Wood Flooring has adapted new technology, which is well-popular in developed countries worldwide, manufactured wood flooring from a composite of wood powder, synthetics and bonding material. This gives Dynox Wood Flooring excellent qualities like high-strength and wear ability. Following are some prominent advantages and applications of Dynox Wood Flooring.

**Safety and environment**
Dynox Wood Flooring is harmless and environmentally-friendly, little formaldehyde. It’s formaldehyde-free and therefore will not produce poisonous gases under extreme conditions. This feature makes it a true “green product” and also contributes to environment. The same couldn’t be said about standard wood flooring.

**Skid proof and waterproof**
Dynox Wood Flooring uses waterproof bonding technique for the composition of the base plate together with the decorative film on the surface. It goes our product excellent waterproof qualities. The base plates absorbed no water when kept underwater for a long time. It’s called “swimming flooring” also skid proof.

**Wearability and fireproof**
The decorative film on the surface is also both fireproof and resistant to wear. The surface coating has a count at over 6000 rotates, which gives it protection against scratches and addicted burn like cigarette etc. Dynox Wood Flooring is incomparable for this character.

**Temperature-resistance and Erode-resistance**
Dynox Wood Flooring has excellent mechanical properties which gives it a better strength and durability than standard wood flooring, composite flooring, strength composite wood flooring also. It’s a “whole skin” and therefore it is very durable in protecting insects and organisms and. It can’t be corrode easily and also keep its shape although in an extreme environment.

**Esthetic Value**
Dynox Wood Flooring gives the end-users different options for the final finish. Our customers can choose from a wide range of our elegant design. For example: wood, marble, tile etc.

**Fargoing application**
Dynox wood Flooring can be widely uses to pave not only floors in the house for rooms, such as bedroom, living room, kitchen and washroom but also use to pave the floor of mansions, office building, stores, restaurants, factories, schools and hospitals. What’s more, it can also be use to pave onto moist places such as natatorium, sauna, basement and etc.
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